This facilities improvement effort will involve several renovation projects taken from a developed HSC Mini-Master Plan (MMP) which focuses on improving, upgrading, and expanding existing spaces in the MDC, MDL, MDN, and MDA complex.

The MMP provides a recommended work list of projects which supports pedestrian way-finding & signage improvements and considers facility spatial expansions as health science student enrollment increases.

Eleven (11) proposed projects are identified in the MMP totaling cost estimates of nearly $12M. The LVHN effort will focus on only four (4) of those projects.
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- Microscopy Lab
- Overall MMP Site Improvement Plan
- Proposed Auditorium Renovation
- Convert Student Lab Area To Small Group Learning Space
- Anatomy Lab Renovation
- Combine Lecture Halls 1096 & 1097
- Proposal Location Of Possible New Auditorium
- This layout of the MDC/MDL/MDA & MDN Campus shows the location Of all the potential projects included In the Mini-Master Plan package
- Create Small Group Learning Space in HSC Library
- Proposed Anatomy Lab Addition
- Anatomy Lab Renovation
- Convert Student Lab Area To Small Group Learning Space

Overall MMP Site Improvement Plan
The existing Auditorium is considered for a complete Interior renovation/reconfiguration and conversion to a Multi-purpose facility. Which will house several built-in Small group learning spaces with the ability to open Up for large assemblies.

Renovated Existing Auditorium

Master Plan Site for new Auditorium. However, this project is Not a part of these LVHN renovation & construction efforts
Proposed HSC Library 2nd Floor Small Group Spaces
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Converted Areas into Small Group Space

Currently this is the location of The MDL Student Labs. Sketch Shows potential layout of Student Small Group learning spaces

Location of potential Small Group learning spaces in HSC Library (1st Floor)
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Existing Anatomy Lab Proposed Renovation

Proposed Anatomy Lab addition In MMP. This is not in the LVHN Package
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Existing MDC 1096/1097 Lecture Halls

Consolidate Lecture Halls 1096/1097
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LVHN Classroom/Study Area Renovations

Rough Cost Estimate - $200K

Old IT Space
USF – Health Facilities Planning and Construction LVHN Renovation *Tentative* Timetable/Schedule/Milestones

- Faculty Meeting and Discussions to determine “Function”
- Review “Function” Possibilities against “Form”
- Select A/E Design Team (TBD) – for the 4 selected projects
- **Target Schedule Auditorium Construction Start – (Summer 2010 - August)**
  - Auditorium Construction Completed by Fall 2011
- Lecture Hall 1097/1096 Construction Completed by 2012
- Student Lab Conversion to Study Rooms Completed (TBD)